Introduction
Security is an important issue in mobile database transactions. The general problem that mobile database suffers is frequent disconnections. Hence protection of transactions such as prevention of revealing of identities such as transaction Id's and spoofing AVS( Address verification services) is an important issue. Various models on database transactions have been proposed such as kangaroo model [2] , Two tier model, Multi checkout timestamp ordering model [1] , security model [3] etc. All models are not so efficient in solving such security issues. Problem of transaction security between Mobile unit and base station has been figured out in this paper. The data set with transaction ID and TAN i.e. Transaction Authentication number are important attributes of transaction and hence to be protected. Therefore a private key encryption[4] [5] technique is applied in this paper to make transaction secure between mobile host and base station. The Security replication management is one of the current issues in distributed database that has yet to be solved. This paper focus on the aspects of protecting the transactions from the eavesdroppers present between the Mobile host and the base station.
In the figure 1 as shown above the transaction from mobile host passes to base station is to be made secured. Since mobile banking is very popular now a days. Since public key cryptography[4] requires heavy calculations i.e. processing as well as power. Since mobile devices works on battery hence power becomes a constraint. So in this paper private key cryptography is used which depends on the transaction Id's which acts as input in the Cryptography. Private Key cryptography allows the lesser calculations and it is shared between the two ends. The problem in private key cryptography is that if any of the two parties who share the key reveals the key makes the cryptographic system corrupted, but here both the ends are handled by the same party hence the problem of revealing the secrecy of the private key is also not applicable. 
II.
Proposed Cryptography Transaction security consists of both encryption and decryption algorithms that are located at the BS and the MH(s) as shown in Figure 2 . The encryption algorithm is started when the data transferred. The decryption algorithm is started when encrypted data is received. 
III. Encryption Algorithm
Encryption algorithm consists of the steps: Conversion, Block Formation, Virtual Split-1 , Rotation , Virtual Split-2 and Substitution. These steps are fair enough to provide security against attacks in the wireless networks.
Input which is obtained is first converted from decimal form to the binary form. This step is known as conversion step. Next comes the block formation step. In this encryption scheme Block ciphers are used. Hence the input which is in binary form is converted to fix eight bit blocks. In the virtual split step the eight bit sequence is virtually broken into two four bit sequences. Each bit sequence is converted to respective decimal form. When both the sequence is converted to binary form they represent row number and column number of the Rotation table. This table is one private key used in the encryption algorithm. The Row number and column number finds an operation which is to be performed in the original bit sequence. When the operation of rotation is completed on the bit sequence then one more time the virtual splitting is done. This virtual splitting is same as that was done before. Then the row number and column number obtained from the virtual split matches the unique substitution from the substitution table. This substitution table is the another private key used in this algorithm. The key obtained from substitution table is EX-or with the bit stream to obtain the output . With this step encryption process completed and data is then transmitted in the medium.
IV. Decryption Algorithm
Decryption algorithm is the reverse of encryption algorithm. Steps involved are : Virtual split-2 , Resubstitution , Virtual split-2 , Reverse Rotation , Join Blocks , Conversion.
Binary sequence which is obtained is the virtually split as described before. This will find row and column to match the Resubstitution table. According to table the rotation operation is performed on the bit sequence. Again a virtual split is performed on the bit stream to find the row and column number for the substitution table. After finding the number of rows and columns it is matched to the Resubstitution table to resubstitute the original transaction which is finally obtained at the base station. This completes the decryption algorithm at the reception side.
V. Illustration
Encryption This 00001011 is sent as output. This will be output at the decryption's end. Along with this the position (Row number and column number) at which B2 is stored in decryption's table is also sent. Note that the position of B2 at encryption end and decryption end is not same i.e.B2 belongs to different position in both the tables and sender side knows the position of B2 at receiver side. Decryption:
Input is 00001011 and row number and column number for decryption table. Reconstitution is done by 00001011  B2 00001011  10110010 = 10111001 Virtual split-2 is done to obtain the row number and column number as 11 th column and 9 th row (this is transpose of virtual split-1) Rotation is done using below table which is the complement of rotation table used in encryption method:
This operation is ROTL (4) which will give result as 10011011 which is the required output.
VI. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the Encryption and Decryption algorithm to be secured data transmission between the base station BS and the mobile host MH(s) and to ensure our database at the consistency level once the data are secure. The aim of this paper to made balance between minimum time requesting for any transaction management to avoid the abort transactions and maximum time need to avoid any hacker decryption. We have adapted algorithm in both side (the BS and MH(s) sides) to save the transaction during the transmission between the BS and MH(s).
